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ABSTRACT
Working time estimation is known to be helpful for allowing crowd workers to select lucrative
microtasks. We previously proposed a machine learning method for estimating the working times
of microtasks, but a practical evaluation was not possible because it was unclear what errors would
be problematic for workers across different scales of microtask working times. In this study, we
formulate MicroLapse, a function that expresses a maximal error in working time prediction that
workers can accept for a given working time length. We collected 60,760 survey answers from 660
Amazon Mechanical Turk workers to formulate MicroLapse. Our evaluation of our previous method
based on MicroLapse demonstrated that our working time prediction method was fairly successful
for shorter microtasks, which could not have been concluded in our previous paper.
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INTRODUCTION
In crowd markets, estimating the working times and hourly wages for microtasks is known to be
important for helping workers locate and select lucrative microtasks more easily, so that they can earn
adequate wages [3, 5]. We previously proposed TurkScanner [7], the first machine-learning-based
method that can predict working times of microtasks and then calculate their hourly wages from
microtask-, worker-, and requester-relevant information, even if the microtasks were previously unseen
by any worker. Although it demonstrated an ability to “roughly” predict short microtasks as short and
long microtasks as long, our analysis did not include the important point of how much prediction
error would be acceptable for workers.
However, there are no simple criteria for measuring the severity of such prediction errors across

different time scales. For example, an error of a “30-second difference” for (predicted,actual) =
(30s, 60s) is not likely to be as acceptable as the same error would be for (1030s, 1060s), whereas an
error of “100% difference” would not be as significant for (30s, 60s) as it would be for (1500s, 3000s). How
do workers perceive these errors, and how well can prediction results be adapted to their perceptions?
Without making this point clear, it is impossible to determine how much a system that estimates the
working times of microtasks is actually appreciated in crowd markets.

In this paper, we present MicroLapse, an empirical formulation of the relationship between the
working time predicted for a microtask and the maximal value of the prediction error that could
be accepted by a majority of crowd workers. We conducted surveys among workers in Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT) that suggested pairs of predicted and actual working times of hypothetical
microtasks to them and asked if they could accept the prediction errors. We then performed curve
fitting to the survey data to indicate the maximal prediction errors that a majority of the participants
stated as acceptable for each sampled predicted working time. As an evaluation, we re-visualized
the prediction results of TurkScanner with a heat map of a confusion matrix across working time
categories, each of which is based on the acceptable prediction errors suggested by MicroLapse. The
visualized heat map allowed us to understand that TurkScanner was able to accurately predict the
working times of shorter microtasks (i.e., < 5 min) in many cases, within workers’ tolerance for errors.

METHOD
Data Collection

Figure 1: Interface of our survey micro-
task. Workers compare the difference be-
tween the predicted working time (left)
and the actual working time (right), and
answer by clicking either the “acceptable”
or “unacceptable” button. Before and af-
ter the comparison questions, participants
needed to answer a few more simple sur-
vey questions. The pre-survey asked the
worker’s preference in microtask length
(if any), the workerâĂŹs years of experi-
ence, andworking hours per day. The post-
survey asked workers’ personal criteria
for decision making during the tasks.

We conducted surveys among AMT workers. Workers were instructed to assume a microtask whose
working time was predicted by an imaginary worker tool, and they were also given an actual working
time that they “ended up” spending. For each task, we showed a pair of values representing a predicted
working time and an actual working time, and workers compared them and answered if the prediction
error (i.e., the time gap between the pair) was “acceptable” or “unacceptable” for them by clicking a
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button, assuming that they actually did the microtask (see Figure 1). They were required to evaluate
100 random pairs, or fewer when there were no pairs left in the queue, before submitting a HIT (a
microtask page in AMT). They were not allowed to submit the microtask more than once.

In total, we prepared 641 comparison pairs using the following procedure: we first chose 19 different
time lengths (in seconds) as predicted working times that varied from five seconds to one hour,
denoted as pi ∈ P. For each pi , we then set actual working times larger than pi , each of which can be
expressed as ai j = pi + jdi (1 ≤ j ≤ ni ), where di ∈ D indicates an interval of the sampled plots and
ni ∈ N indicates the number of the sampled plots compared with the same predicted working time.
See Table 1 for the full list of P, D, and N. Based on data collected from AMT, we collected 60,760 valid
data samples submitted by a total of 660 valid workers who participated our study. On average, 95.4
valid answers were collected for each comparison pair (median = 97, SD = 8.9).

Table 1: List of sampled plots ai j .Quantiza-
tion levels for pi and di become lower as i
grows larger.

∑
ni = 641 comparison pairs

were prepared in total.

i pi ∈ P di ∈ D ni ∈ N

0 5 5 29
1 10 10 22
2 30 10 22
3 45 10 22
4 60 10 22
5 120 15 22
6 180 10 45
7 240 10 45
8 300 10 45
9 450 20 22
10 600 20 45
11 900 20 45
12 1200 20 45
13 1500 30 45
14 1800 30 45
15 2250 60 30
16 2700 60 30
17 3150 60 30
18 3600 60 30

Deriving MicroLapse Function
Once we finished data collection, we then calculated a ratio of gathered votes for each comparison
pair to obtain the maximal acceptable prediction error for each pi , denoted by ei ∈ E. In this study,
we assumed the error to be acceptable in general if 50% or more of the participants who responded
to that pair stated that the error was “acceptable”. We then performed curve fitting to a series of
ei values to derive a function e = f (p), where p is the predicted working time and e is the maximal
acceptable prediction error for the given predicted working time.

See Figure 3 for data collection results. Through all the calculated ei values (the maximal acceptable
prediction error for each pi , shown by white plots), we used the least-squares method to fit a function
of the form f (p) = a log(p + b) + c where a = 164.3,b = 173.1, and c = −780.5. This log-like curve
represents an interesting trend, which would indicate that the majority of the participants were more
lenient to larger errors relative to predicted working times for shorter microtasks, while they were
likely to accept smaller relative errors (< ∼500 seconds) as the duration increased up to an hour.

EXPERIMENT
Settings
Splitting Into Regions. For our evaluation, we determined several regions, each of which represents a
time range of prediction errors that workers would accept by using MicroLapse. We define ranges of
regions as R = {r (0), r (1), ..., r (N )} = {[r (0)min , r

(0)
max ), [r

(1)
min , r

(1)
max ), ..., [r

(N )

min , r
(N )
max )} where r

(k )
min = r (k−1)max ,

r (k)max = r (k )min + f (r (k )min) − ((r (k )min + f (r (k)min)) mod Rf loor ), r
(0)
min = 1, r (N )

max = ∞, and Rf loor ≥ 1. See
Figure 2 for a visualization of the region calculations. The calculated regions can be utilized to evaluate
the working time prediction algorithm by using a heat map, etc. In this paper, we set Rf loor = 30[s]
and N = 9 for the parameter values.Figure 2: Strategy to define ranges based

on the fitted function curve ofmaximal ac-
ceptable prediction error.
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Machine Learning Model for Working Time Prediction. We inherited a system architecture and a trained
model for predicting the working times of microtasks from [7]. The input vectors used in this study
had 101 dimensions of features that are relevant to a microtask, the requester of the microtask, and
the worker: i) Microtask features include HIT metadata (reward, # of available tasks in an HIT
batch, etc.) and HTML element-relevant data (# and % of input tags and embedded URLs, keyword
occurrences, etc.). ii) Requester features included requester reputation data provided by Turkopticon
[6] via an API call, but excluded Turkopticon2 [2] and TurkerView [1] due to availability and ToS
reasons; iii) Worker features included workers’ basic profiles as well as their working history and a
list of installed AMT-relevant browser extensions. The system uses a gradient-boosted decision tree
algorithm [4] and outputs log10 values of predicted working time by regression. For evaluation, we
employed four-fold cross validation among our dataset of 7303 microtask submisssion records.

Figure 3: Survey results for all ai j (blue,
white, or red plots), maximal acceptable
prediction error ei in each pi (black plots),
and a curve fitted to the series of ei (= E)
values (dashed curve). E could be fitted by
a log curve (i.e., f (p) = a log(p+b)+c, where
a, b, and c are constants).

Results and Discussion
Weobtained split regionsR = {[1, 60), [60, 150), [150, 300), [300, 510), [510, 780), [780, 1110), [1110, 1500),
[1500, 1920), [1920,∞)}. A heat map of a confusion matrix for working time prediction results based
on the split regions is shown in Figure 4. These results suggest interesting changes to our analysis. For

Figure 4: Heat map of a confusion ma-
trix for working time prediction results. #
of test set data samples (i.e., HIT submis-
sion records) for each region is shown in
parenthesis. This demonstrates that work-
ing time prediction for shorter microtasks
seems to be fairly accurate, yet the results
also indicate that prediction for longermi-
crotasks seems to be challenging, unlike
what was seen in the heat map reported
in [7].

example, in our previous report in [7], we split microtasks shorter than 300 seconds into 11 categories
and their highest hit rate on the diagonal cells in the heat map was 31%, which sounds quite low. In
contrast, the new regions calculated by MicroLapse resulted in only 3 categories and their highest
hit rate was 54%. This result convincingly shows that TurkScanner is capable of predicting working
times of shorter microtasks reasonably, although predicting working times of longer microtasks still
remains challenging, since the predicted results are far from workers’ satisfaction levels.

CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we proposed MicroLapse, a function for determining the maximal acceptable prediction
error of a given predicted working time, which was empirically derived from survey results among
AMT workers. Re-evaluation of our previous results using the working time categories split according
to MicroLapse helped us gain a new insight that shorter microtasks could be categorized by minutes
at the finest, and their working time had actually been predicted within workers’ acceptance level for
many shorter microtasks, which could not clearly be said in [7].

There are a number of possible avenues for future work related to this study; we have only listed a
few of them here. First, we believe that MicroLapse could be employed not only for system evaluation
but also as an objective function for model optimization. We should also note that MicroLapse is
based on the results of “average” workers. In our collected survey data, we did observe differences
among worker experiences, preferences on microtask lengths, etc., between some workers; we could
propose future work analyzing a sort of semi-personalized model of MicroLapse for better prediction.
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